Exhibit VIII.C.20.a
Proposed Construction Timeline

Submit as Exhibit VIII.C.20.a. a proposed timeline of construction of the proposed Gaming Facility that includes detailed stages of construction for opening phase of the Gaming Facility and non-gaming structures and all related infrastructure improvements. Include major events/milestones/deadlines, including design plans completed, construction bid award, construction financing received, site secured, start site mitigation/remediation if necessary, excavation, grading and earth works, start construction, approvals, infrastructure completion dates, permanent financing executed, approvals, infrastructure completion dates, permanent financing executed, certificate of occupancy, training start, building loading, system testing, dry runs, and the like, and the dates or deadlines associated therewith. Describe any runs, and the like, and the dates or deadlines associated therewith. Describe any proposed construction phasing plan, including the proposed sequence of any phases, whether any phases are dependent upon future events, and if so, clearly describe such future events, and the approximate dates of beginning and completion of each phase.

Refer to Exhibit VIII.C.20.a. Attachment ‘A’ for the overall timeline and Exhibit VIII.C.20.a. Attachment ‘B’ for the detailed schedule from start of construction to grand opening.